The Multi-Dimensional Oracle Guidebook
Welcome to the Multi-Dimensional Oracle!
I’m Sunny Dawn Johnston, and I am sooo excited to be “meeting” you. If you are reading this
message, you probably have received or purchased The Multi-Dimensional Oracle cards.
Congratulations! I know there are a lot of oracle cards out there, but none like these, so
welcome my friend. You have made a fantastic choice!
The cards you are holding in your hands were channeled with Love, Intention, Light, and
Possibilities. These cards called me to them. They were intentionally channeled through me,
guiding me to the artist, Lucinda Rae, in an effortless and Divine way.
The energy of Love came through me as each Oracle announced themselves. There was clear
Intention throughout the entire creation of this deck: from the beginning idea to the project
completion. I could feel the Light manifest as each card came into visual creation. With the
LOVE, INTENTION and LIGHT … came the great gift this Multi-Dimensional Oracle deck has to
offer: POSSIBILITIES.
The possibility that you will begin to connect with and trust your intuition and not depend on
what others tell you. The possibility that you recognize that your true nature is Spirit first and
foremost and you choose to expand beyond the training of our 3D world. The possibility that
you are opening up to the Numbers, Symbols, Animals, and Ascended Masters that are here to
support and guide you ... the very Multi-Dimensional You!
There is a vast amount of life to discover beyond this 3D world. My vision is that these cards will
help you to discover, connect, and rise to meet the guidance and support that the higher
dimensions are waiting to share with you. Oracle cards support your emotional and spiritual
health by attuning you to a greater sense of inner knowledge, wisdom, and intuition.
As you know if you have found this page, I intentionally decided to be out-of-the-box and forgo
the typical guidebook that comes with the traditional oracle card deck. The most important
reason for this is… these cards were created to teach you to trust your intuition. They are not
intended to have you conform to one idea or meaning that someone wrote. Even if that
someone is me :)
With that being said, as a teacher of intuition for the past 20 years and a student for over 35
years, I understand that people are different. They are in different places, have different levels
of awareness, are on different vibrations, and have different comfort levels in trusting their
intuition. We all must start somewhere, which is why I have shared this guidebook here. You
can come to it to use it as needed. Not as a crutch to depend on, but more as a support when
you really need it.
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Guidebooks are great to read when you first start using a new deck. It’s fun to read the
descriptions and get a sense of the deck. But we don’t want to become dependent on them.
Just like when you're learning to drive, you get to a point when driver's ed is over and it’s time
to let go of the manual and drive on your own… trusting your ability to do so. Learning to trust
your intuition helps you develop your innate connection to Spirit. I promise, you will be
guided, and YOU can do this!
I’ve included a variety of suggestions below to begin connecting with your new deck. I have also
included several card spreads and tips that will help you to truly expand and grow your intuitive
muscle and get that trust in yourself and Spirit stronger. I know you are ready, or you wouldn’t
be here. So, open your cards and let’s get started.
Welcome to the Multi-Dimensional Journey –
With so much LOVE and Light to you,

SDJ (aka Sunny Dawn Johnston)

Preparing Your Deck for Use
These are steps I take to prepare my decks. If you already have your own practice, follow your
own guidance as to what you may want to incorporate. If you are new to oracle cards, I offer
this information to help you with a starting point. Either way, take what feels right and fits for
you and leave the rest.
Clear the Space
It is really important that the space you use to do your readings is cleared first. Have a clear
space physically, mentally, emotionally, and energetically. Clean up the physical environment
around you if it feels cluttered. Create a positive vibrational space: open the windows, clear the
space using sage or VibeRaiser, gather a couple of crystals, or light a candle and/or incense.
Surround yourself with the things that raise your vibration and make you feel connected to
Spirit.
Clear your Mind and Body
Don’t read oracle cards when you’re under the influence of alcohol or any other addictive
substance. Having a clear mind and body is important because it allows you to really tune into
the guidance of your intuition and the messages your angels, guides, and ascended masters are
sending. Even though readings can be fun, they are serious as well. You want your frequency to
be high and your life force energy upbeat… you don’t want your energy to be in a lower
vibration... which then affects everything else.
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Raise your Vibration
Having high-energy is a great way to start. Turn on some spiritual music, ground yourself,
meditate, pray, light some incense, breathe in deeply. Do whatever it is that YOU need to do to
open yourself up and connect… do that!
Invite your Angels, Guides, Deceased Loved Ones, and Ascended Masters (Your Spirit Team)
Call in your Angels, Guides, Deceased Loved Ones, and Ascended Masters in to be with you and
guide you throughout the reading. I like to ask Spirit/Divine/Source Energy/God of your
understanding to allow me to connect with the person I am reading for (or myself), and their
(your) Spirit Team for the highest greatest good. I ask that messages of love, guidance, and
support come to me and through me for the highest good of all concerned. I also ask Archangel
Michael to help me to protect and/or maintain my energy so that I can be a clear channel for
the person I am reading for (or for myself). This will also help you to hold your own energy so
that you don’t absorb the energy of others around you… physical or non-physical.
Infuse your New Oracle Cards
To begin, open your new deck and read the message card from me that accompanies it. Once
you have done that, follow each of the above steps to prepare your deck. Now comes the fun
part: infusing your new cards!
Once you have received your cards, I believe it is important to infuse each of them with YOUR
energy. Although it is likely that you will be using your cards to do readings for others, not just
yourself, you want to have your energy imbued into your deck for greater clarity when
connecting with your Spirit Team.
Pick one card and look at that card. Sense the energy flowing from the card. Tune into the light
and the message that the card brings to you. Observe how the cards feels to you. Notice any
messages you might hear when you connect with the card. Read the words on the card. Just be
present with the card for a few seconds or even a minute or so as you breathe in the energy of
the card with nice deep breaths. Once you feel complete, go to the next card, doing this with
each card in the deck. Tune into the energy and what each card represents to you and for you.
This is how you consecrate this deck and make it a trustworthy tool to support you and those
you read for.
Give Thanks
After you have imbued your new card deck with your awesome energy then I believe it is so
important to give thanks for the opportunities, wisdom, and connection that lie ahead when
using these cards. In whatever form feels good to you, thank you Spirit team for the help,
support, and guidance that is to come. If you are unsure how to invite or thank your Spirit team,
please know it just needs to come from the heart. Remember, the greatest prayer that we can
offer Spirit is a heartfelt “Thank You!” And so it is!
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Oracle Reading Time
1. Get Grounded and Centered. Being grounded is an essential step for those that are
highly sensitive and pick up emotions from the people and the energy around them.
Being grounded means you are present in your body and that you feel centered and
balanced no matter what is happening around you. A simple way that I like to do this is
by imagining a white light coming down from the heavens and entering my crown,
traveling down to my heart. Then, I visualize roots - like roots of a tree - going from my
feet down to the center of the earth until I feel connected. I take a couple of deep
breaths and focus on my heart until I feel the balance between heaven and earth. Once I
do, I am ready for the reading.
2. Clear the cards. There are many ways to do this. Some people put a crystal stone on top
of the card deck, oftentimes selenite. This is to release any old energy from the cards.
Some run the cards through the smoke of sage or incense.
I do this by inviting my Spirit Team in and saying a prayer or blessing. The prayer can be
in whatever form feels right to you. I usually say something like, “Angels, Guides and
Loved Ones, I open my energy and heart to you today and I ask for your support and
guidance during this reading for the highest greatest good of all concerned. I ask for
truth, love, and guidance as I channel the energy of Spirit through me to ________
today. Thank you, and so it is.” Doing this clears the energy of the card deck and brings
in support from the Spirit world. It also helps you get intentional with your own energy. I
never do a reading without doing this.
3. Ask a question or set an intention. Be as clear and specific as possible about what you
want guidance on today. You may set an intention such as, “What message do I need to
receive for my highest good today?” or “What guidance serves my highest good right
now?” If you are asking a question, it could be “What do I need to know about ______
situation?” or “What guidance do I need to see the situation with _______ more
clearly?” Be clear about what you want guidance on, unless you are just wanting a
message for the day.
4. Shuffle your cards. Shuffle the cards until you feel complete. There is no right amount of
time. Just follow your guidance. As you are shuffling the cards, focus on the energy of
your intention or question. Then, you can cut the deck if you feel guided. Many people
like to cut the deck three times and then put them all in a pile. This is up to you and
does not need to be done, but certainly can be a part of your process. Do whatever feels
right to you. Pay special attention to any cards that “fly” out of the deck. Those
generally have special meaning and I always use those in addition to whatever spread I
am reading. Those cards that “fly out” are usually significant… they won’t wait until they
are picked – so special attention is paid to those.
5. Spread the cards. I suggest that when you spread out your cards, you run your hands
over them - kind of like hovering over them - until you feel a pull. When you feel that
pull, then choose that card. If you are doing a reading for someone else, I have them
hover their hand over the cards and ask them to pick the cards they are drawn to. I
usually tell them how many cards to choose, based on the spread I am feeling guided to
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do for them. I like to use these words: “Place your hands over the cards and choose
whatever card you are drawn to.” They often ask how they will know which card to pick.
I ask them to pay attention to what they feel, see, hear, or know… and that their
intuition will guide them to the right cards. Again, you can do a single card spread, or
select several cards, depending on what your guidance says or what spread you choose
to do.
6. Tune into the card(s). Once you’ve pulled a card or multiple cards, let your intuition
guide you to the meaning for you or the person you are reading for. Don’t rush to the
guidebook. Feel into the cards. Look at the images. Listen to the messages that may
come with them. Pay attention to the thoughts that come to you. This lets your intuition
and your Spirit Team connect with you to offer you the complete message. Remember,
the messages will come to you through your five senses, so be mindful of all of them.
Observe how your body feels and what it might be telling you, especially if you are doing
your own reading. You may also want to share that with the person you are doing the
reading for so they can become aware of how their body is responding as well. Give
your intuition a chance. Be sure to notice any consistent themes, words, phrases, or
symbols that show up in the cards. What images, words, sounds, or feelings come up as
you read them? Maybe you had that inner knowing or memory about something? Take
it all in. Oftentimes, by being open to receive the profound messages that show up, this
will begin a healing process that opens the door to changes in your life or the life of the
person you are reading for.
If you are new to intuition and understanding the way your Spirit team will speak to you,
you can get more information about the Clairs here.
7. Look in the guidebook, if needed. Now, if guided, you can go to the information in the
guidebook to confirm or validate what you felt when first reading the cards. Oftentimes
the message in the guidebook can help you expand your own interpretation as well.
8. Give Thanks! In whatever form feels good to you, thank your Spirit team and the person
you are reading for as well. Again, if you are unsure how thank your Spirit team, please
know, it just needs to come from the heart. Remember, the greatest prayer that we can
offer Spirit is a heartfelt “Thank You!”

Ethics for Oracle Card Readers
Intuition
You’ve read all kinds of books and taken classes to develop your intuition. Sometimes, you see a
card, and it feels different to you than what it usually does. It may represent a different energy,
or the message feels completely different. I find this happens when you begin to expand
beyond the cards. Your intuition is growing.
Always, and in all ways, listen to your gut and deliver the message that comes to you. Don’t be
limited by the words on the card. Don’t ignore your intuition. Ask for clarity - maybe draw
another card - but always listen to your intuition and share that with the person you are
reading for. Don’t go against your intuition. Go with it and let the reading unfold naturally.
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Respect
Respect your cards and the energy they carry. If you aren’t taking the reading seriously, the
cards will show that and will not be a fit for the person. You must respect the cards, yourself as
a reader, and the person receiving the reading. By following the above steps and creating
sacred space for your readings you are already showing respect.
You can have boundaries and decide to read only for those that take it seriously. Don’t read for
people who put it down or want to make it a joke. Some people will want you to read their
cards, but believe that they are BS. You do not need to read for those that are not in the energy
YOU choose to bring into your space. Many people that show up in an energy that doesn’t feel
respectful are actually just scared or insecure. Use your intuition to decide who you want to
read for and when.
Honesty
When you read oracle cards for someone, know that you are the messenger. Give the message
exactly as it comes to you. Always be honest, but don’t be brutal or judgmental. You are not the
one to decide what that message means for the person or the actions to take. Oracle cards are
tools for guidance above all else. They are not definitive. In each card, you can find a variety of
meanings, so be mindful when sharing how it’s showing up for their particular reading. In
difficult situations, remember that free will exists, always. Anytime there is a problem, there is
also always more than one solution. Remind the person you are reading for of this in those hard
readings.
Trust
Building trust with the person you are reading for goes hand-in-hand with being ethical. They
are coming to you because they have a challenge, some more serious than others. It is your
responsibility to be authentic, kind, helpful, and truthful. Don’t say things to try and make them
feel better … or to make them feel bad. Nothing is ever as black and white as we see it,
especially from Spirit’s perspective. Assure them that by listening to their own inner guidance
they have the ability to direct their free will energy and expand beyond today’s challenge.
It is important to remember that people are putting their trust and faith in you. With that, they
often give you their power. This is something that you cannot stop them from doing, but you
can help them be aware that their power is in their hands, not yours. I believe there is a great
responsibility as a reader to honor the power of the person you are reading for and help them
to help themselves with the guidance and support that comes from the reading. Also, don’t try
and diagnose someone who has health or mental health problems; but instead, help support
them on the emotional and spiritual level while directing them towards a medical professional
as well.
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It’s common sense, but it is important to remember that there are many vulnerable people in
the world. There are also many unethical people using the titles of psychic or oracle card reader
to take advantage of those people and instead line their pockets. Having compassion in your
heart and offering them the guidance and truth they deserve are the best things you can do to
support them… and humanity.

A Note about Guidebooks
There is no one right way to prepare your cards, just like there is no one road to spirituality.
There are many ways, and you will find your own way through a combination of techniques you
see and hear about as you journey through the years. That is the best way – to follow your
innate knowing. I will share with you my way… and trust that you will find your way with
practice and development of your own natural intuition.
One of the ways to deepen your understanding of reading oracle cards is by practicing your
readings without using a guidebook. When you rely on your own intuition by tuning into the
images, the words, and listening to your gut instincts, you will begin to experience how your
intuition supports you in discerning the guidance that is coming through the cards. When you
always rely on the guidebook for meaning, you will always need a guidebook. When you are
first starting out, or are new to a deck, using the guidebook here and there is fine. You are
settling into the energy of the cards and your intuition. The real growth occurs when you can
set the guidebook aside and follow your own intuition on what Spirit is telling you.
When looking at oracle card images and words, the reader can tune into a lot more information
when they connect with their heart and let intuition guide them to the messages. Guidebooks
can only go so far in answering a question - but the reader can really tune in and go deep pulling the most appropriate, resonate answers from within. This is why experienced teachers
like me suggest you follow your intuition FIRST; then if you must, look to the guidebook
SECOND, to support or validate the messages you received.
When you are stumped by a card and the message it is sharing with you, instead of consulting
the guidebook, I would suggest you first ask Spirit for clarity and pull another card from the
oracle deck. This will help you expand your abilities and develop more trust within yourself. If,
after asking for clarity, you still feel stuck or unsure, consult the guidebook.
Remember, oracle cards are a tool for guidance and self-reflection to add to your spiritual
practice. They can be used to tune into a situation or experience you are having, to provide
guidance and direction, as well as comfort or support. Oracle cards are only the tool. Your
intuition is the key. The cards help you hone your intuitive skills and develop a trust for yourself
and your ability to intuit and interpret the messages you are receiving.
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Tips for using Oracle Cards
There aren’t many rules when it comes to working with these divination tools, but here are a
few things to keep in mind as you move forward on your Oracle Card journey:
1. Your oracle cards are sacred. You can use a deck for years and it can be well-worn and
well-loved, but be sure they are respected as the sacred tool that they are.
2. Don't rely on the guidebook. Those of us that create oracle cards put a lot of time and
love into the cards as well as these guidebooks. It can be fun and informative to read the
entries when you get a new deck. However, as I have mentioned before, your intuition is
what we want to rely on. So, when you read the words, don’t pay as much attention to
the longer explanation of the card in the guidebook and instead listen to what your own
intuition is telling you this card means for you right now, at this time in your life.
3. Pay attention to the images and the energy as much as the words. The images on
oracle cards are beautiful, but they aren't just pretty pictures. There is energy and
intention behind each one. These particular cards are multi-dimensional, so there are
many layers to the cards and therefore the meanings. Sometimes, for example, the
words on the card won't resonate, but the picture of an Ascended Master will remind
you of a vison you had days earlier… or an animal will remind you of one of your beloved
pets.
4. Be open to receive. Intense emotions can block your intuition. Anxiety and fear can hold
you back from seeing clearly. So, stay open and focused, but also relax and have fun.
The lighter and higher your energy is, the clearer the messages will be. Remember that
these cards help you to get in touch with your Higher Self and your Spirit Team. Oracle
cards can be startlingly accurate. It is Spirit’s way of communicating with you. Staying
open and letting go of the uncertainty or disbelief will help you get even more out of
your readings.
5. Pay attention to upside-down cards. When you or the person you are doing the reading
for picks an upside-down card, I suggest not turning it the right way, but leaving it
exactly the way the cards are drawn naturally. There is a special meaning there. In
traditional tarot, it is taught that it is a reversal card, therefore it means the opposite of
what the card says. I don’t subscribe to that belief. The way I look at upside-down cards
is different. I see that whatever the focus of the card is, it is in motion; but something,
internal or external, is holding it back or slowing down the progress. It also means to me
that the message of this card is meant to stand out. It is being highlighted.
6. Don't use oracle cards as a crutch. When you feel the need to ask the same questions
repeatedly, it is a sign of insecurity in the answers and/or your ability to tune in. It
shows Spirit that you aren’t trusting the messages you are receiving. Which, in the
beginning, you may not; however, keep showing up and you’ll get better at discerning
the messages. Developing your intuition takes practice. There is no need to ask several
times a day; in fact, I wouldn’t advise it.
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Keep practicing and you will find a rhythm that works for you. Maybe you do a reading once a
week, pull a card every morning, or at the end your day with a message to take you into your
sleep. You’ll find a frequency that works for you. It’s less important about the number of times
you do a reading as it is to be open, connected, and clear. Remember, the cards are just the
tools to tap into your innate wisdom. It is YOU ultimately that is the oracle. Trust yourself and
trust the oracle.

Rules you may hear about Oracle Cards – Decide what feels true for you
I don’t follow these rules; however, I wanted to share them with you in case you have heard of
them or have any fear around not following them. I believe it is helpful to know some of the
“beliefs” that people have around Oracle cards, as they often get mentioned when this topic
comes up. As with everything, listen to your guidance. If it feels right, do it; if it doesn’t, don’t.
1. When doing a reading for someone else, do not let the person you are reading for touch
your cards. You should be the only person shuffling and picking the cards, that way no
one else touches your deck.
2. When you're done pulling cards, keep your deck in a closed drawer so it doesn't pick up
on stray vibes flying around your home.
3. Keep your cards wrapped in red silk to keep them safe from negative energy.

Oracle Card Spreads
There are many different cards spreads you can use for an oracle card reading. I am including a
few of my favorites. Some spreads go back to the traditional Tarot, which I have not included
here. As with everything else, listen to your guidance. Sometimes when I do a reading, I ask my
Spirit Team how many cards I should choose (or how many cards the person I am reading for
needs to choose) and I read them that way. Sometimes the number of cards just pops into my
head, so I go with that. Oftentimes, I ask the person I am reading for if a number comes to their
mind, and I have them go with that number. Practice all of these examples and spreads and see
which ones you enjoy best. You may pick different spreads for different people or specific areas
of focus. Let your intuition guide you.
The Past - Present - Future Spread
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Choose 3 cards - Lay the first one down, then the next one to the right of that, and the third
one to the right of that.
The first card to your left is the recent past, the middle card is the current present situation,
and the one to the right is the outcome or future.
7 Card Spread - Chakra Reading

Choose 7 cards - Lay the first one to your far left, and each one after that to its right. Each card
in the order of 1 – 7 (with 1 being the 1st card on your left, 2 being the second, and so on) tells
about certain aspects of your life dealing with the specific chakras and their areas as mentioned
below.
1 - Root Chakra: Security, home, safety, self-reliance, desire for life
2 - Sacral Chakra: Attitudes, feeling accepted, body, sex, kinship, belonging to a group
3 - Solar Plexus Chakra: Emotions, personal power, control, health, intellectual ability
4 - Heart Chakra: Love & romance, prosperity, circulation, expanded feelings of relationship to
all
5 - Throat Chakra: Speaking out, creativity, making yourself known, communication
6 - 3rd Eye Chakra: Being seen for who you are, taking charge of your thoughts
7 - Crown Chakra: Serving the highest good, manifesting vision
The One Year Spread

Choose 12 cards - Lay them out from left to right in the order that you choose them. The first
card on the left represents the current month, and the following month next, and so on.
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Single Card Reading

Choose one card as your theme for the day or a message from the angels just for today.
Looking Ahead Spread

Ask the Question: "What is coming up for me?" or "What do the next three months look like?"
Choose 3 cards - The first card is your present, the second card is the immediate future 1 – 2
months ahead, and the third card is 2-3 months ahead.
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GENERAL Meaning of the Multi-Dimensional Oracle Cards
Symbols – Through the power of SYMBOLS, you are shown what you can be.
1)
Heart – Love, Relationships, Sacred, Center
Place your hand on your heart, close your eyes, and feel the love that emanates
from your heart. Tune into that feeling of affection and joy that is always there for
you. The HEART is the primary symbol that represents love. Seeing a heart can
instantly remind you that you are loved and loveable, even if you don’t always feel
that way. The heart is a great reminder of the SACRED love that is available to us anytime,
anywhere… all you must do is tap into it. You express love through the many RELATIONSHIPS
you have in life. While some relationships remind us of a lack of love, they can be an important
lesson for us to get back to the heart and grow and expand. For in the heart, you find your
CENTER, your anchor where your Spirit lives and with whom you always have access to when
you choose to tune in. By tuning into your heart daily, you find the eternal LOVE that you
deserve and is always yours. Let the love in, so you can let the love flow! This Symbol’s
message: “Open your Heart to listen closely to what it is saying to you. In times of confusion,
you must direct your energy from your head to your heart. The answer is within.”
2)
Peace – Tranquility, Silence, Truce, Goodwill
When you think of the symbol of PEACE, tune into where your mind takes you. You
may be transported back to the ’60 – ‘70s, the era of hippies, flower power, and
free love. A sense of freedom, fun, and unlimited possibilities may move through
you. Peace is a gentle reminder of the TRANQUILITY that you can slip into any time
you need to refresh and renew. It reminds you of the importance of SILENCE and going within
to connect with your higher self. It shows you that TRUCE is possible when you can see
experiences from all perspectives. By tuning into peace daily, you discover that GOODWILL is
always an option to share at any time, in any experience. This Symbol’s message: “When faced
with a challenge, you can always choose Peace within. Listen to your heart. It will guide you.”
3)
Yin Yang – Duality, Harmony, Extremes
YIN YANG shows us how seeming opposites may actually be complementary,
interconnected, and interdependent. It reminds you to be aware of DUALITY and
its extremes, and how they can easily get the emotional pendulum swinging wildly.
Sometimes it can feel out of control. When you feel that way, you can bring them
back into HARMONY by honoring both sides and recognizing the value of all experiences and
perspectives. Is it possible that one is needed for the other? EXTREMES are everywhere, from
your personal life to your professional life, in your government, and in your world. It is
important to remember to tune into the harmony, the middle ground, and let it show you the
truth of the experience. If you often find yourself in the energy of extremes - via language,
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emotion, mood, money, or health - ask your Spirit Guides to help you uncover the source and
help you to bring the energy into balance. This Symbol’s message: “Become aware of the
extremes in your life. They are helping you discover how to create harmony.”
4)
Moon – Inner World, Hidden Emotions, Fears
The MOON is a feminine symbol, universally illustrating the cycle of life. It reflects
our INNER WORLD, our inner wisdom, and our intuition. The moon controls the
tides, the rains, the waters, and the seasons - the phases of our human experience
on earth. It provides a metaphor for the stages of human development: the new
moon is infancy, the crescent moon is youth, the full moon is maturity, and the waning moon
represents the decline of life. The phases of the moon symbolize immortality and eternity,
enlightenment, or the dark side of nature herself. The moon represents the realm between the
conscious and the unconscious, where our HIDDEN EMOTIONS and FEARS reside. Emotions
hidden deep within keep us stuck in the old story and old patterns. Fear can manifest in the
body creating stress and illness. This Symbol’s message: “Pay special attention to your internal
world and the cycles you are experiencing. There is healing for you here.”
5)
Om – Mind, Body & Spirit, Sound, Unification
The OM symbol is a combination of curves, a crescent, and a dot, signifying MIND,
BODY & SPIRT. Its meaning comes from the states of consciousness that it
represents. The waking state is expressed by the bottom curve, the dream state by
the middle curve, and the state of deep sleep by the upper curve. The crescent
shape above the curves denotes Maya, or Illusion, which is the obstacle that sits in the way of
reaching the highest state of bliss. The dot at the top of the symbol represents the absolute
state, your true divine connection. You are a Spirit in a body and are connected to all that is.
Listen to the SOUNDS that Spirit is guiding you to; they are helping you expand your intuition
through the Mind, Body, Spirit connection. Through the experience of internal UNIFICATION,
anything that is out-of-alignment will show up for you to release and heal. If you are in
alignment, you will guide others to that oneness. This Symbol’s message: “You are a Spirit
having a human experience. Tune into the truth of who you are and be open to seeing where
change can or must be made in order to be in true alignment.”
6)
Lighthouse – Guidance, Shine Your Light, Safety
From time to time, we all need a LIGHTHOUSE as GUIDANCE to bring us home in a
storm. When the storm has passed you then become the lighthouse to guide
others home safely, so that you can SHINE YOUR LIGHT just a little bit brighter
every day. Lighthouse shines the way for you to be that beacon in the storm, to
provide that SAFETY so that you can shine even brighter because you have learned the lessons
that the storm provided. While you are walking your own journey, you are simultaneously a
beacon of light in someone else’s world. Own your power and know that you are being
supported at this time, and soon, you will see the greater purpose of the challenges you have
faced. This Symbol’s message: “You have the ability to walk through the challenges in front of
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you. Be sure to ask for help. As you take inspired action and let your light shine, you are inspiring
others to step into their light!”
7)
Hamsa – Protection, Prayer, Clear Negativity
The word HAMSA means five and refers to the digits on the hand. It is a powerful
symbol of PROTECTION against the evil eye. The evil eye is considered to be the
sum of destructive energies that come from negative emotions in the world. The
hamsa also symbolizes the Hand of God and the act of PRAYER. Many believe that
the five fingers of the hamsa remind its wearer to use their five senses to CLEAR NEGATIVITY
that surrounds them. It is believed that the hamsa brings good fortune, health, and happiness
to those that connect with it. This Symbol’s message: “Protect and maintain your own energy
each and every day. You are unconsciously allowing outside influences to affect your vibration.
Now is the time to ask for help from Spirit. Open your heart and mind to receive all the
happiness that you deserve.”
8)
Spiral – Cycle of Life, Death & Rebirth
The CYCLE OF LIFE happens every minute of every day, from the smallest of atoms
to the biggest of galaxies. Everything is purposeful, even DEATH. Just as the SPIRAL
never ends, your Spirit never ends. Whether you are in this world, of this world, or
outside of this world, the spiral weaves in and out of all realities, all dimensions.
The good news is, that whether “in”, “of”, or “out”, you are never left out! Spiral encircles you
in the knowledge that you are always on the spiral somewhere, where REBIRTH is always
happening. You are learning, growing, and ever evolving into your highest greatest self! This
Symbol’s message: “Stay present to the cycle of life you are in today. Your power is in the
present moment. To truly be able to honor where you are on your journey don’t waste your
today with the hope of tomorrow or the fear of the past. Stay in the present.”
9)
Celtic Cross – Wholeness, Life Force Energy, Faith
CELTIC CROSS represents the meeting place of Divine energies into WHOLENESS
and can be seen as a symbolic compass, offering spiritual navigation. The
symbolism of the Celtic Cross is indicative of the human desire to know and
experience the unfolding mystery of life and connect with your LIFE FORCE
ENERGY. The arms of the cross can represent the four elements, the four cardinal directions
and the four seasons They offer four ways to ascension, an invitation to objectively know
nature, wisdom, god/goddess, and the self. The circles around the intersection of the cross
represent FAITH, unity, wholeness, and inclusion. This Symbol’s message: “Reach deep into your
faith and know that you are being guided for your highest greatest good in this situation. If faith
has been a challenge for you, know that as with all things, this too shall pass.”
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10)
Rainbow – Inspiration, Connection, Equality, Hope
RAINBOWS make appearances in many creation myths and stand for powerful
ideas like creation, INSPIRATION, divinity, good luck, equality, and duality. It’s an
amalgamation of light – a perfect harmonic CONNECTION that produces a symbol
of supernatural beauty, promise, and enlightenment. Hinduism and Buddhism
believe the rainbow represents the “body of light” when ultimate ascension has been reached.
The philosophy of spiritual cohesion is a common belief in the meaning of rainbows. The
rainbow holds a ubiquitous meaning of EQUALITY in numerous cultures. This universal message
of unification is expressed in the union between sky and earth, with the rainbow serving as a
bridge between the two, and ultimately providing HOPE to those who witness it. This Symbol’s
message: “Stay the course and hold the vision. Brighter days and better things are on their way.
Stay positive.”
11)
Sun – Outer World, Identity, Light, Strength
The SUN symbolizes the OUTER WORLD and gives light and illumination so that you
can see what’s before you and what others see about you. The sun reminds you of
your IDENTITY and how you show up in the world. Of course, there is the LIGHT
that always emanates from her and symbolizes the light that is always present
within us. She reminds us of our STRENGTH and that every day, no matter how stormy the day
was, you will rise again in your own power. Tuning into Sun energy expands your light within so
that you can shine even brighter on the outside and become a beacon of light and hope for
others. This Symbol’s message: “You are far stronger than you give yourself credit for. Your light
is the light that creates and connects you to all that is. Remember who you are and where you
come from in those trying moments.”

Animals – Through the presence of ANIMALS, you learn about your true nature.
12)
Bee – Sweetness, Belonging, Industrious
BEE is a joyful reminder of the SWEETNESS of life. That no matter what happens,
there is always something to delight in. The bee is also INDUSTRIOUS, a hard
worker whose efforts pay off in the beauty of flowers blooming and the
deliciousness of honey. She reminds you that you too can create beautiful flowers
in your own gardens by being present in your daily life and giving back to the world in a way
that supports the highest good of all. A sense of BELONGING is offered as a reminder of being a
productive and dedicated member of your own hive, your community that you live and work in.
Witness the power of the tiny bee, small yet mighty and important, and emulate that power in
your own life! This Animal’s message: “Productivity is in question. Are you doing too much or
too little? Bring yourself into harmony and allowing more joy in your life. Bee asks you to listen
to your soul’s longing for community and connection.”
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13)
Dolphin – Intuition, Playfulness, Emotions
When DOLPHIN energy surrounds you, it is time to tune into your INTUITION. You
will find yourself having life-changing opportunities and you’ll receive the blessing
with courage and strength. The Dolphin’s qualities contain happiness, willpower,
PLAYFULNESS, humor, virtue, mental power, courtesy, wholeness, and teamwork.
Dolphin is associated with both water and air elements, living in both realms, symbolizing our
EMOTIONS and intellectual traits. The dolphin is a symbol of rebirth, reincarnation, and
renewal. This Animal’s message: “Your intuition is guiding you. Be lighthearted and allow
yourself to have fun with it. You deserve more play. You can make more space for play by diving
into the emotional waters to bring healing to yourself and others. Now is the time!”
14)
Elephant – Wisdom, Loyalty, Sensitivity
The ELEPHANT symbolizes the vastness of Spirit and all-encompassing strength and
love. WISDOM and compassion are the superpowers of the elephant and asks you
to listen to the wisdom of your soul, trusting your knowing above all else. Elephant
reminds you that your SENSITIVITY is a gift and that you must tune into it to
nurture compassion for yourself and others. It is important to embrace your sensitivity but not
lose yourself to it. The LOYALTY of elephants, with their strong social bonds and family values, is
the symbol of trust, loyalty, and family bonding. This Animal’s message: “Now is the time to
step up, for yourself or others. You may find yourself in a new leadership position or simply
leading others that are in need of support, including your family. Elephant says be
compassionate, stay strong and listen to your guidance as it tells you how much to get involved.
Loyalty isn’t always to others; sometimes it is loyalty to yourself.”
15)
Tiger – Strength, Power, Unpredictability
The TIGER embodies STRENGTH, prowess, courage, ambition, and even royalty. It
represents many types of POWER by status, rank, place, and position. Being
grounded is another symbolic meaning of the Tiger, for no other animal is as
fearless and steady as the tiger. What may appear to be UNPREDICTABILITY in the
Tiger is a symbolic release of fears that then allow him to stand for truth, justice, and integrity.
When he is not hunting, you will find the tiger sitting still and presiding from its lair. He is
acutely surveying his kingdom, aware of everything. Therefore, the tiger teaches us to remain
grounded in the present moment. This Animal’s message: “Recognize the importance of
knowing that your power is in the present moment. The more grounded you are in the present,
the easier it is to face your fears and move forward in your life. Tiger reminds you that you have
the strength to overcome your fears and asks you to step forward and face them, one at a
time.”
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16)
Eagle – Freedom, Visionary, Risk-Taker
EAGLE encourages you to reconnect to your spiritual path giving you the FREEDOM
to soar to your highest heights. Eagle reminds you to listen to your intuition as well
as your heart and be the VISIONARY that allows you to lead the way to your
greatest vision. Connection in this way opens doors and allows the light in, showing
your heart the way forward. Eagle is a RISK-TAKER, confident that opportunities are endless,
and chooses those closest to his heart. This Animal’s message: “Look for the higher perspective.
There are many choices at this time - put your attention towards those that raise you, not those
that lower you. It is time to take action in ways that your guidance directs you to. Open your
eyes to truly “see” your new path.”
17)
Snake – Healing, Release, Change, Rebirth
SNAKES have the ability to shed their skins, emerging reborn time after time. They
are identified with the symbol of HEALING, regeneration, and immortality. The
shedding of their skin is a reminder that you can RELEASE things that no longer
serve you and that you can CHANGE anything that is an obstacle to your
emergence. Snake Goddess is associated with fertility and motherhood, fostering the
knowledge that REBIRTH is always possible. Because it lives on the ground, the snake
represents the nurturing earth and also the unknown perils of the underworld. This Animal’s
message: “It is time for a change. It can be big or small. Either way, it will move you forward on
your path of healing. And remember, in order for change to happen, you must choose to be
uncomfortable… just for a bit.”
18)
Pig – Wealth, Generosity, Intelligence
The PIG symbolizes WEALTH in the Chinese culture, and it ensures family and
business success. This is why piggy banks were created, for children to save their
wealth! Pig shares with us the idea of GENEROSITY - because in many cultures, pigs
are a token of kindness and often given as gifts to honor others. INTELLIGENCE is a
strong attribute of the pig as she reminds us to allow our intelligence to connect with the
mysteries of our intuition. When you connect deeply with your heart and intuition and use your
mind to support the two, you have the best outcome possible. Pig is also a reminder to know
your value, especially when others don’t seem to be seeing it. Stand in your knowing that you
are worthy and deserving.” This Animal’s message: “There has been too much focus on lack or
greed lately. Give of your time, energy, and/or money with a generous heart. Abundance comes
when you are open to receive in all forms. Look at how abundant you are right now and be
grateful. More is on the way.”
19)
Koi – Perseverance, Adaptability, Good Fortune
The KOI signifies the taming of your own power so that you can better focus on
goals that are worthwhile. With PERSEVERANCE, you can control your personal
strength and harness it for the greater good. Koi represents the need for calm and
peace to navigate the rough seas of life, knowing that focusing on emotions in
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emotional situations will do more harm than good. It also encourages you to be on the path of
healing and ADAPTABILITY, allowing your rebirth to unfold so you feel lighter and clearer. Koi is
a sign of inspiration and GOOD FORTUNE. Breathe it in and allow it into your world. This
Animal’s message: “It is time to go with the flow. Holding onto control will only keep you stuck
in the story you already know. It is time to trust in your ability to stay the course AND allow
yourself to be guided by Spirit. This is when you will see your luck manifest.”
20)
Butterfly – Transformation, Grace, Vulnerability
The BUTTERFLY resonates with the belief of ascension as well as creativity, change,
pulsing joy, endless potential, TRANSFORMATION, and spiritual rebirth. Its life
cycle defines the spiritual meaning of the Butterfly and provides profound insights
for us. It births from an egg and begins its life as a caterpillar. It then retreats into a
chrysalis and undergoes a major metamorphosis. When it reemerges from the chrysalis, with
ease and GRACE, you see a vibrant, colorful, and gorgeously winged creature. This
transformation process closely depicts how our spiritual transformation must unfold. When you
undergo a spiritual transformation, you must retreat from the outer world and into your inner
being. You must let the cocoon surround your VULNERABILITY as you go inward in meditation
and prayer. Just as the Butterfly awakens and is ready to fly, you too can emerge renewed and
revitalized. This Animal’s message: “Opportunity for growth exists in times of challenge and
times of ease. It is an important time to embrace the change and allow yourself to speak your
truth. When you can let go of who you have been to step into who you have become, you will
find your true self.”
21)
Monkey – Curiosity, Fun, Courage, Community
The MONKEY is associated with entertainment, CURIOSITY, and joyfulness.
Because of their energetic, FUN, and mischievous nature, Monkeys are sometimes
considered tricksters. A very resourceful creature, he can easily find solutions to
any problem through his COURAGE and tenacity. In their natural habitat, monkeys
are incredibly compassionate and caring. Their bonding sessions come as a reminder that you
cannot live alone, that COMMUNITY is especially important, and that you should spend time
together more often and care for each other deeply. This Animal’s message: “Tune into your
own needs and be sure to take time for fun and play right now. Be sure to prioritize joy and
happiness. It is time to surround yourself with more like-minded, like-hearted community. Keep
your eyes open for opportunities to connect with others. It feeds your soul.”
22)
Unicorn – Innocence, Dreamer, Spiritual Vision
UNICORN brings mysticism, magic, INNOCENCE, and purity. Where they exist, there
is hope and joy. She reminds us that you must find balance between emotions and
logic, feminine and masculine, physical and nonphysical. Unicorn represents
stretching your imagination and vision beyond what you think is possible by
becoming a DREAMER in your life. This magical energy, or SPIRITUAL VISION, exists outside of
space and time, allowing Unicorn to be a shapeshifter. This Animal’s message: “Dreams are
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meant to be realized. Unicorn is asking you to open yourself up to the child within and tap into
the magic of the Universe. You are a manifesting magnet. Miracles happen every day. Hold the
vision! You must believe it to see it.”

Numbers – NUMBERS bring a sense of logic, yet they also carry spiritual
meaning and insights.
23)
111 – New Beginnings, Thoughts, Independence
111 represents NEW BEGINNINGS and shows us that moving forward is possible
while being aware of our soul’s purpose. It brings to you an even greater
awareness that you are an attractive being in an attractive Universe. Use your
THOUGHTS to create the reality you desire and deserve. 111 personifies
INDEPENDENCE and being a leader - not a follower - while utilizing creativity and optimism. This
Number’s message: “This is a wake-up call. 111 reminds you that you have everything you need
to manifest your desires and tells you it is time to move forward and take action. Ask Spirit for
help and follow through by taking the next step as guided."
24)
222 – Trust, Faith, Letting Go of Worry
222 is a sign that you are in a building phase of your life, and you will need to do
your part. The number is a combination of 2, signifying balance, and 22, which is
the number of the Master Builder. The Universe applauds your work and
encourages you to keep going, and TRUST that it’s ok to slow down and give
yourself a break. Taking a pause to reflect will help restore your FAITH and energy and realign
your sense of focus. LETTING GO OF WORRY ensures that all your efforts will pay off. 222
reminds us to have a balanced approach in all areas of our lives. Ask yourself what things can be
done to bring in more peace and harmony on a daily basis. 222 also suggests that you be clear
of drama and negativity and keep your thoughts and energy clear. This Number’s message:
“This is a time to come together in relationship and partnership with trust and faith. Listen to
your intuition as you begin to attract more like-minded people into your life. 222 says trust your
intuition!"
25)
333 – Universal Support, Creativity, Expression
333 is a sign of significant growth in a positive direction. With UNIVERSAL
SUPPORT, now is the time to take action by using your intuition to make decisions
as you are Divinely guided. If you’ve been feeling extra inspired and creative lately,
share that CREATIVITY with others in the form of art, talent, or spiritual gifts. The
EXPRESSION of your gifts reminds others that they are not alone on their journey. The essence
of the holy trinity - mind, body, spirit - is present with 333 energies. The Universe is telling you
that you are safe, secure, and being watched over by Ascended Masters. This Number’s
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message: “The Ascended Masters are with you, guiding you. Be sure to pay extra attention to
those intuitive nudges. They will come in a variety of different forms, so presence is essential
right now. Your creative energy is ready to be expressed. Listen to the guidance that comes. This
could be a new direction, hobby, relationship, or business in your life."
26)
444 – Your Angels Abound, Watch for Signs, Physical Health
444 comes to you as a sign that YOUR ANGELS ABOUND, and your prayers have
been heard. Remember that the Universe sees all that you have done and all you
have gone through and attracts that energy back to you. Your commitment and
determination towards wellness will be well rewarded. 444 recognizes that you
have surrendered to receiving assistance - you may even recognize the work of the angels
through serendipitous moments. WATCH FOR SIGNS, and when these moments occur, give
thanks and feel gratitude for the help you receive from your Angels. The Universe is guiding you
towards more spiritual practices, as you have a strong connection to the angelic realm. Stay
open to the high vibrational energies that bring you a sense of peace and balance which
supports your PHYSICAL HEALTH. This Number’s message: “Your angels are with you. Trust that
the signs you are seeing are messages from them to you. Most importantly, pay attention to
your body. It is the home of your Spirit and must be treated with loving-kindness. Does your
body need more nutrition, a walk, or other movement? Now is the time to listen to your body’s
messages. It’s talking to you.”
27)
555 – Major Change, Possibilities, Fearlessness
555 is all about MAJOR CHANGE and action while being flexible, creative, and
courageous. It shares that with kindness and mercy there are endless POSSIBILITIES
to the changes that can happen. It calls for you to be adventurous and filled with
curiosity and FEARLESSNESS while being who you are and nurturing your
uniqueness. You are unstoppable! 555 reminds you that opportunities are everywhere, so
choose those that most resonate with you and where you are today. You may find that you are
feeling the need to be DO-ing more than BE-ing when you are in the energy of 555. This
Number’s message: “Going with the flow and letting go of the how is the message of 555. You
are in a time of change, and whether the change is small or large, it will have an impact on your
life. It is important for you to be reminded that the Universe is in perfect Divine Order and that
you cannot and do not need to control it all. In fact, it’s the perfect time to Let Go!”
28)
666 – Positive Thoughts, Gratitude, Spiritual Connection
666 is commonly referred to as a dark number or a bad omen; however, it is not. It
is simply trying to give you a little insight. 666 asks you to be aware of your
thoughts - specifically, ones that carry the vibration of worry, fear, or anxiety. Have
you caught yourself thinking of worst-case scenarios? Instead, change your focus
to thoughts of things you do want. Ask the Universe to help find a solution to help you create
and sustain POSITIVE THOUGHTS. When you focus on fear instead of expressing your highest
truth of love and peace, you are knocked out of alignment with the Universal flow. It is time to
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let go of the worry and open yourself up to receive the blessings and find GRATITUDE in what is
working in your life. 666 is asking you to realign your thoughts to be more loving and positive,
which will raise your vibration and your SPIRITUAL CONNECTION! It’s a little nudge from the
Universe to have faith that your needs will always be met. This Number’s message: “It’s time to
take inventory of your life and change the habits that are not working for you. Fixating on your
fears only leads to more unhealthy feelings and emotions. It is time to raise the vibration and
get into alignment with the truth of who you desire to be. 666 is asking you to connect with the
deeper part of yourself, even if it has been hidden and afraid to come out.”
29)
777 – Magic, Dreams Coming True, Happiness
Seven repeated three times is a sign from the Universe that you are on the right
path. Divine energy and MAGIC are there for you every step of the way. Seeing 777
means you are in energetic alignment with the Universe and a perfect vibrational
match to bring in miracles, good luck, abundance, and great opportunities. It’s a
sign of your DREAMS COMING TRUE! 777 resonates with a spiritual awakening, collective
consciousness, and development of your spiritual gifts. When 777 shows up in your life, it is a
reminder to continue to focus on and feel these high vibes so that you attract even more
blessings and HAPPINESS. This Number’s message: “Allow the miracles to come to you. You are
in the right vibe, so keep doing what you are doing. It represents the fact that you have walked
through the hardships of life and peace and happiness is on the way. Open yourself up and allow
yourself to bathe in the question: How good can it get? How much greatness can I allow? You
are entering the next level of your Spiritual awakening.”
30)
888 – Infinity, Abundance, Giving & Receiving
The number 8, by its very shape, is the universal symbol for INFINITY - which
represents the true source of abundance that comes from Spirit. 888 represents
the circle of life, and therefore unlimited ABUNDANCE which encircles you with
patience, effort, persistence, and strength. 888 expands the boundless
opportunities of GIVING AND RECEIVING. It reminds you that in all things, you must learn to
create an equal exchange of energy. 888 reminds us to be in the higher vibrational energy and
offer compassion and kindness to others. When you do this from the heart it creates good
karma. Actions produce consequences, both positive and negative, as you navigate the infinite
circle of life. This Number’s message: “You are blessed in many ways. Stay in gratitude of that.
Abundance comes in many forms - look for it in all areas of life. Finances will see a positive
change as you continue to stay in the energy of flow and exchange. Be mindful of your belief
systems, resentments, or fears about money and open up the unlimited possibilities that
surround you.”
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31)
999 – Completion, Decisions, Releasing
999 represents a magical time in your life where you have the power to manifest
your dreams. This process of ending a cycle to begin anew can bring about
confusion and emotional pain, as you are releasing what no longer serves you.
Whatever the COMPLETION may be in your life, know that ultimately this is for
your highest good, even though you may not see the reason right now. Surrendering is the key
as 999 brings excitement, love, joy, abundance, and freedom! It’s not always necessary to
question why… just breathe and trust your intuition to make DECISIONS that will support your
life’s purpose. When you are feeling doubts, fears, or lack of clarity, the Universe is always
ready to offer help in RELEASING these feelings to allow blessings to flow in. This Number’s
message: “You are ready for transformation and with that, something new. Now is the time to
let go of control and trust the process of the Universe. When an ending shows up, we often want
to hold on... to the person, the situation, or the pain. When 999 shows up in your life it is time to
check and see if you are holding any old pain or resentment and if so, it is time to make the
decision and forgive.”
32)
000 – Infinite Support, Openness, Presence
000 represents the beginning and the end. You have recently ended a cycle and are
getting a fresh start - a new beginning! The Universe is offering you INFINITE
SUPPORT in whatever changes you are making to take you to the next level! Like a
butterfly, you are going through major change and transformation that will have a
beautiful outcome if you can leave the past behind. It's important to allow yourself to
experience OPENNESS and move forward with a positive mindset. 000 represents endless
possibilities. Trust that you are being guided by Spirit and stay connected to the PRESENCE of
the Divine. 000 reminds us of the infinite oneness and eternity and encourages us to recognize
that you are always part of Source Energy. This Number’s message: “You are being reminded of
the Multi-Dimensional being that you are. Open yourself up and feel the power in the present
moment, where all things are created. When open, you attract; when closed, you detract. You
are at one with all that is.”
33)
123 – Simplify, Intend, Ready… Set… Go
123 suggests that you SIMPLIFY in order to achieve balance and stability in your
life. Balance and harmony should exist between your work, family, and all the
other aspects of your life. When you begin to INTEND for things to happen in your
life, you see results. New beginnings are right around the corner, just waiting for
you to step into them - READY… SET… GO! This Number’s message: “Get clear on the energy of
who and what you want in your life. Keep it simple. If you are spending your time and energy on
people or things that create drama and toxicity, it is time to stop. If you are the one creating the
drama, then it is time for a shift. Put your attention on your intention to create what it is you
desire. Without intention, the Universe doesn’t know what to deliver to you. Get focused and 1,
2, 3, Go!”
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Ascended Masters – ASCENDED MASTERS are models of healthy thought and
action, who show us how to master our physical reality through love and
intentional living.
34)
Buddha – Enlightenment, Oneness, Peace
BUDDHA lived in the extremes of life, both as a rich prince and as a hermit. He
teaches us that “the middle way” or moderation is where you find true happiness.
He is the epitome of ENLIGHTENMENT, the knower, and the seer. He reminds us of
the truth within each person’s heart and mind. He embodies nobility, purity,
ONENESS, and the importance of being charitable … to remind you to be true to your highest
good, while supporting the highest good of all. Buddha points out your path to PEACE, clarity,
and joy - and while it’s up to you to walk it, he assures you that you always have divine
guidance walking along with you. This Ascended Master’s message: “Fear is an illusion that
keeps you stuck in suffering. Where in your life are you suffering? Are you ready and willing to
release your pain and instead allow peace into your life? It is time for silence as Buddha guides
you towards oneness. Open to the light within, and simply listen.”
35)
Quan Yin – Compassion, Mercy, Protection
QUAN YIN is known as “she who hears the cries of the world.” She is the
embodiment of COMPASSION and loving-kindness. Legend says that she is a
bodhisattva, or “enlightened one”, who took a vow to not enter heaven until all
sentient beings are enlightened. Known as the Goddess of MERCY, her mission is to
help all souls through their journey in this life and onto the next. Quan Yin is an all-seeing, allhearing being who is called upon in times of uncertainty, despair, and fear. She offers
PROTECTION to those in need, especially women and children. This Ascended Master’s
message: “Let go of the burdens that you have been carrying throughout lifetimes. Are you
willing to release them now? She reminds you of the importance of releasing the judgment you
are carrying towards yourself and others and instead, begin to see the light and beauty within
all beings. With her support, the love and compassion she offers can heal any guilt and shame
that you may have been carrying so that you can begin to create a life filled with love and joy.”
36)
Jesus – Christ-Consciousness, Eternal, Faith
JESUS is one of the great Master Teachers of all time. He shares love, wisdom, and
forgiveness with humanity. He demonstrated CHRIST-CONSCIOUSNESS, the highest
state of intellectual development and emotional maturity. He offers an awareness
of, and connection to, the higher state of consciousness in such a way that you
could see this as a possibility that exists for you too. As you tune into his energy, he shares with
you the value of FAITH and surrendering to your Greater Mind or your Higher Self. He shows
you the concept of being ETERNAL, knowing that your body is simply a revered temple that
houses your soul - which just like energy, is never lost, only recreated anew. Put your faith in
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yourself and your power to transform! Ascend above your struggles and challenges to
remember the vast potential awaiting you! This Ascended Master’s message: “You are spirit
embodied; you are created from love and light and miracles are on their way. One of the
greatest miracles you can receive is that of forgiveness. Forgiveness is an act of self-love and a
gift you give to yourself. Now is the time to let go of the pain and stories that have kept you
burdened and release them to the Divine for healing - both for yourself and others.”
37)
Master Spirit Guide – Life Purpose, Direction, Dedication
Whether you know it or not, you have a MASTER SPIRIT GUIDE who supports you
throughout your life, from birth to death. You may or may not have met yours.
Maybe you just sense a feeling of support and love that is helping to direct your
life. These loving guides remind us of our LIFE PURPOSE, as they had a similar
purpose when they were embodied. Your Spirit Guide helps you stay on the path that you came
to this physical space to experience. They provide clues and cues that support you to follow the
DIRECTION in your heart and soul. In their love and support, you find the DEDICATION to keep
moving forward, to keep evolving into your best self, to stand in your truth, and serve the
purpose that you have chosen. Tune into your Guides and Angels daily. Ask them for their
guidance and love and to show you signs that they are with you. They are always at the ready
to serve you! Why? Because they love you beyond measure AND you deserve it! This Ascended
Master’s message: “You are not alone. Your Master Spirit Guide is a part of your Spirit Team and
ready to serve you in all ways that move you towards your highest greatest good. You are
awakening to your purpose in greater ways. Be sure to ask your Spirit Guide to reveal to you
what it is that you need to know or learn about yourself to grow and expand. Your purpose is
being revealed.”
38)
Guardian Angel – Unconditional Love, Messenger, Free Will, Support
Many people believe GUARDIAN ANGELS guide, protect, and support you from the
challenges and dangers in this physical life. There are mentions in many ancient
scriptures and Greek philosophies of the presence of a spiritual entity that guides
us through life. Your Guardian Angel stays with you from your first breath to your
last, gives you UNCONDITIONAL LOVE, and never leaves your side. Guardian Angels are
MESSENGERS from Spirit, lovingly supporting and guiding you through life. As a human being,
you have FREE WILL to make choices based on your wants, needs, and desires. Your Guardian
Angel cannot intervene with those free will choices; therefore, they wait in the wings to give
you their unwavering love and SUPPORT. This Ascended Master’s message: “You are always
supported. In times of challenge and great joy, your Guardian Angel is with you. Be sure to ask
your Guardian Angel and Angels directly for help and guidance. You are receiving messages
through your intuition, your senses. Are you looking for the signs? Listening closely to the
whispers? Paying attention to what you feel? Observing the thoughts that are popping into your
head? Your Guardian Angel is communicating with you. Pay attention!”
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39)
Ganesha – Beginnings, Clearing Obstacles, Acceptance, Intellect
GANESHA, the big elephant-headed Hindu God, travels on a small mouse. The
mouse snips and nibbles away at ropes that bind, paving the way for new
BEGINNINGS. The mouse is like the mantra which can cut through ignorance,
CLEARING OBSTACLES, and leading to the ultimate knowledge represented by
Ganesha! His big belly represents generosity and total ACCEPTANCE. His upraised hand depicts
protection meaning, ‘Fear not, I am with you.’ His lowered hand, palm facing outwards, means
endless giving. Ganesha’s tusk signifies duality. It reminds you that INTELLECT and wisdom can
allow you to see us all as one and yourself an integral part of the whole. This Ascended Master’s
message: “Good fortune and opportunity are coming your way. The challenges you have faced
have been blessings in disguise. Accept that all has happened in Divine time, allowing your
dreams to unfold into reality now. The roadblocks are clear, and a new journey is about to
begin. The timing is right.”
40)
Serapis Bey – Ascension, Shadow Work, Addictions & Cravings
SERAPIS BEY helps us work toward ASCENSION through spiritual enlightenment. He
motivates us toward physical fitness and healthy lifestyles. He supports us in
withstanding the coming changes and the SHADOW WORK that is necessary to
move through those changes, to release old habits. Like a spiritual fitness guru, he
inspires, motivates, and provides hope for the future. Serapis Bey supports us in overcoming
ADDICTIONS AND CRAVINGS and encourages us to rise above the darkness and into the light.
This Ascended Master’s message: “It’s been a difficult time and you are ready to rise above it
all. It is always darkest before the dawn. Serapis Bey is reminding you that it is time to do the
work that you know within needs to be done. Doing so will help you step into your true self and
bring you the freedom you long to feel within. Like a phoenix rising from the ashes, your light is
returning to you. Let it in.”
41)
St. Francis – Animal Communication, Nature, Life Purpose
ST. FRANCIS of Assisi, patron saint of animals and the environment, is the original
Earth Day advocate. He is an expert at ANIMAL COMMUNICATION and is always
ready to assist you in nurturing them. St. Francis cared for the sick and the poor, he
preached sermons to animals in the forest, and praised all creatures as brothers
and sisters. St. Francis had a deep love for NATURE and all God's creatures—expressed not only
in his tender care of lepers, but in his attempt to negotiate peace between Muslims and
Christians during the fifth Crusade. His legacy shows you the importance of finding your LIFE
PURPOSE and living it with divine intention. This Ascended Master’s message: “Connect with
the deeper part of you and your soul’s journey. Pay special attention to your intuition, especially
the messages from the animals, as they are guiding you towards greater healing and a higher
vibration. Listen to your heart and ask St. Francis for support in relationships where others
aren’t understanding your heart's desire.”
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42)
Mother Mary – Grace, Miracles, Fertility, Mother
MOTHER MARY is the beloved mother of Christ, who is known as the “queen of the
angels” for her ongoing and miraculous healing work. She offers you the
opportunity to live a life filled with GRACE and prayer. She inspires in us the ability
to allow love to change us by listening to the voice of Spirit. In surrendering
yourself through love, MIRACLES surround you, and you discover who you are truly meant to
become. As the Holy MOTHER, she reminds us to always honor the Divine Feminine and the gift
of FERTILITY. Mother Mary is a beautiful example of living your authentic spirituality, which
leads you to Oneness. This Ascended Master’s message: “You must let go of your worries and
fears. Do not give up hope, in yourself or others. Have faith, especially right now. Your attention
to faith or fear affects the outcome. Mother Mary invites you to open up to the power of prayer
and intention, knowing that miracles are already on their way... if you will only allow them.”
43)
Lakshmi – Prosperity, Career, Luck, Service
The Hindu Goddess LAKSHMI is the Goddess of light and abundance – an
abundance of not only material wealth and PROSPERITY, but also an abundance of
spiritual knowledge and wisdom. She is celebrated at Diwali, known as the festival
of light. It is believed that anyone who approaches Lakshmi sincerely, and without
greed, will be blessed with good LUCK and success. Lakshmi represents the creative, feminine
aspect of the divine. Her name is derived from the Sanskrit word “laksya” meaning aim or goal,
as she represents what human beings should be striving for. In this way, she can support you in
your CAREER and life purpose. Lakshmi reminds us that the greatest gift is to be of SERVICE to
others, with the intention of the highest good for all of humanity, including yourself. This
Ascended Master’s message: “If you desire more prosperity in your life, stay open to the flow giving and receiving - creating an equal exchange of energy. Lakshmi is helping you release the
blocks to prosperity, by releasing your fears and opening yourself up to self-love. Affirm each
day that you deserve to be prosperous… and allow it in.”
44)
Merlin – Divine Magic, Alchemy, Spiritual Teacher
MERLIN encourages you to harmonize the earth’s energies and the forces of your
own soul, utilizing the gift of spiritual ALCHEMY. He strives to lead you to inner
freedom and higher consciousness - keeping one foot in both worlds - while also
delving in the DIVINE MAGIC. As a SPIRITUAL TEACHER, Merlin supports you in
moving beyond the warrior to live in harmony with the earth and one another. He reminds you
to celebrate the Divine Masculine spirit of nature. This Ascended Master’s message: “You are
being called into Spiritual Energy Healing, either in the form of giving or receiving. You have the
ability to heal yourself and help others heal as well through hands-on healing, visualization, and
thoughts. Merlin guides you in using the gift of magic to transmute the current situation into
love, by bringing justice to the circumstances around you, in perfect Divine time. Bring balance
and harmony into your life by looking deeply into areas that are out-of-alignment.”
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GENERAL Meaning of the Multi-Dimensional Oracle Booster Cards
Feminine Empowerment Booster

This Feminine Empowerment Booster Deck was created to accompany and expand The Original
Multi-Dimensional Oracle Cards and the messages that lie within them.
The six feminine energies that are a part of this Booster Deck are powerful Masters, reminding
you to embrace your divine femininity, intuition, and power. In doing so, you have more
capacity to love… yourself and others.
If you already own the Original Multi-Dimensional Oracle Cards, this booster makes a beautiful
empowering addition to them.
(Check out these Booster cards at https://multidimensionaloracle.cards/product/multidimensional-feminine-empowerment-booster-deck/ )

45)
Joan of Arc – Speak Your Truth, Leadership, Commitment
JOAN OF ARC reminds us of your responsibility to SPEAK YOUR TRUTH for the
highest good regardless of your age, gender, or station in life. Divine LEADERSHIP
requires trust and courage to tune into the Light within. It asks you to stand in your
power even if you are afraid. The COMMITMENT to listen to your intuitive
guidance and take inspired action is the hallmark of a great leader and an inspiration to those
that witness it. This Ascended Master’s message: “It is time to speak your truth. There are
many ways to do so and not all involve your physical voice: Write a letter, journal your feelings,
create a social media post. Self-expression is being asked of you, in ways that feel in alignment
for you. The time is now.”
46)
White Buffalo Calf Woman – Sacred Ceremony, Prophecy, Peace
WHITE BUFFALO CALF WOMAN brought a bundle to the Lakota, which held the
sacred pipe. The seven traditional rituals use the sacred pipe in accordance with
the White Buffalo Calf Woman’s teachings of SACRED CEREMONY. Her PROPHECY
reminds us that it is our duty to be caretakers of our sacred lands, both internal
and external. White Buffalo Calf Woman invites us to listen to nature to find harmony,
balance, and PEACE. This Ascended Master’s message: “You are a powerful being with the
ability to create healing for the planet, the animals, and the children. Come together with
sisters of like-minds in ceremony and ritual. You are supernatural and you are just beginning to
recognize the power of your gifts.”
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47)
Mother Teresa – Service, Vows, Sacrifice, Patience
Many of us have been graced in our lifetimes to have lived while MOTHER TERESA
lived among us. A living, breathing paragon of SERVICE, she demonstrated love and
kindness for all. She took VOWS to spread the Light to the poorest of the poor and
the sickest of the sick. As the emissary of Spirit, she embodied the highest
vibrations of chosen SACRIFICE and PATIENCE to show us that we are all one, that we are equal
in the eyes of God. This Ascended Master’s message: “You are being invited to be of service in
a greater way. When you put your hand on your heart, where are you guided to serve? Take a
class, join a group, become an activist. You DO NOT have to sacrifice your joy to serve. Simply
do small things with great love.”
48)
Mary Magdalene – Teacher, Unconditional Love, Forgiveness, Open
Heart
MARY MAGDALENE is the ultimate TEACHER of the power of the divine feminine.
Her devotion during a perilous time for women, and regardless of what was said
about her, showed us the UNCONDITIONAL LOVE that Jesus had for her. Her life
demonstrates that FORGIVENESS is deserved by everyone and that an OPEN HEART
can allow us to witness amazing miracles. This Ascended Master’s message: “The adversity you
have been through has made you a love warrior. You have the ability to stand in love no matter
what is coming your way. You are aware of people’s pain and fear being projected onto you
and it is now up to you to transmute, forgive, and release it. You have the power to change
your perspective, even when others can’t see yours.”
49)
Isis – Boundaries, Self-Care, Choose Wisely, Manifestation
As one of the most important goddesses of Ancient Egypt, ISIS reminds us of the
importance of BOUNDARIES as we walk our spiritual path. Her name means
“throne,” and in the spiritual sense, she encourages us to make SELF-CARE a
priority. She experienced many challenges in her life, which demonstrates that we
must CHOOSE WISELY where we focus our attention. A strong role model as a wife and
mother, her heroic actions to protect and save her family remind us of the power of
MANIFESTATION and our ability to create our own reality. This Ascended Master’s message:
“As a powerful being you have the ability to create with your thoughts, feelings, words, and
actions. Your life is a manifestation of all that has been present in your awareness. Now, more
than ever, it is of great importance that you practice self-care and boundaries. Life is
happening FOR you not TO you. Make this one adjustment in your thinking, and blessings will
abound.”
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50)
Green Tara – Ask for Help, Empathy, Liberation, Trust
An enlightened female buddha, GREEN TARA is known as the “mother of all
buddhas.” She encourages us to ASK FOR HELP, knowing that we don’t have to do
it all alone. She is a compassionate being, supporting you in your own EMPATHY,
which is often challenging to the physical and emotional bodies. She supports the
LIBERATION of ignorance, attachment, anger, pride, jealousy, miserliness, doubt, and
unhealthy views. Reach out to Green Tara with absolute TRUST, knowing that you can always
rely on her guidance. This Ascended Master’s message: “As an empath, it can be difficult to
walk your physical world without help and support from those that come before you. Be
mindful of the energy you take on and be observant of the energy you contribute to society. It
is up to you if it is harmful or helpful. Asking for help - through prayer, intention, meditation, or
a physical cry outward - invites the support of thousands, sight unseen.”

Animal Empowerment Booster

This Animal Empowerment Booster Deck was created to accompany and expand The Original
Multi-Dimensional Oracle Cards and the messages that lie within them.
The six animals that are a part of this Booster Deck are potent teachers, bringing you the energy
of presence, insight, and connection. These cards will bring in a more grounding and healing
energy into your messages.
If you already own the Original Multi-Dimensional Oracle Cards, this booster makes a beautiful
empowering addition to them.
(Check out these Booster cards at https://multidimensionaloracle.cards/product/multidimensional-animal-empowerment-booster-deck/ )
51)
Peacock – Know Your Value, Confidence, Psychic Abilities
The extraordinarily colorful PEACOCK sheds its feathers every year and they grow
back to the same glory and grandeur, which reminds you to KNOW YOUR VALUE.
Whether you are in full bloom or shedding, you are deserving and worthy. When
the male showcases its feathers, it’s an example of demonstrating extreme
CONFIDENCE. The eye-shaped mark on the tail is a sign to open your third eye chakra, discover
your PSYCHIC ABILITIES, and reconnect with your higher self. This Animal’s message: “It is time
to show your true colors and shine like the beautiful being that you are. Finding the balance
between confidence and humility allows you to be in harmony with your true nature.”
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52)
Donkey – Stand Your Ground, Fortitude, Be Heard
DONKEY’s stubborn nature is an important intuitive asset as we learn to trust our
own intuition, to honor the caution, and STAND YOUR GROUND for your highest
good. Determination, boundaries, and a playful spirit are examples of FORTITUDE
that we can all emulate. Donkey’s ears are funnel-like, allowing them to hear faraway sounds, and is a reminder to demonstrate good listening skills for others, which in turn
allows us to BE HEARD as well. This Animal’s message: “You are being invited to check in with
yourself. Where are you taking on too much responsibility to a point that it is ‘back-breaking?’
Conversely, what areas might you need to be more responsible in your own life? When donkey
crosses your path, it is an invitation to listen to your intuitive guidance. You know - better than
anyone - what you need. It’s time to do it.”
53)
Dog – Reliability, Friendship, Devotion, Protection
DOG has been a companion to humankind throughout history, which is the
ultimate demonstration of RELIABILITY. Time and time again mythology portrays
Dog as brave, powerful, and ever vigilant … creating the ultimate FRIENDSHIP for
humans. It’s believed that Dogs have a mystical ability, which allows for extreme
DEVOTION to its master in this life and the next. As a guide and companion, Dog is always
focused on the PROTECTION of and love for its human family. This Animal’s message:
“Integrity with your words and actions are important at this time. Be aware of the alignment
needed in your relationships, both human and animal. Most importantly, be aware of your
relationship with yourself. Remember, you cannot be a good friend to others without having
the same relationship with yourself.”
54)
Grasshopper – Leap of Faith, Abundance, Release the Past
GRASSHOPPER is here to share the importance of taking a risk when your intuition
requires you to take that LEAP OF FAITH. Grasshopper’s ability to jump 20 times its
size shows us that ABUNDANCE and prosperity are not only possible, but available
in droves! In pushing us to take risks, Grasshopper nudges us to RELEASE THE PAST
and get past obstacles and limitations that block our path. This Animal’s message:
“Transformation is taking place. You are being asked to take a chance, a step upwards. Life
only becomes difficult when you refuse to move forward. If you take inspired actions you will
begin to see your dreams and hopes manifest right before you.”
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55)
Bear – Bravery, Instincts, Fearlessness, Grounding
BEAR shows us that strength and great courage are the components of BRAVERY,
and that following our INSTINCTS will aid us in removing limitations and obstacles.
By allowing this FEARLESSNESS to manifest, we increase our leadership potential
while also raising our spiritual awareness and connection. Bear’s yearly hibernation
reminds us of the importance of burrowing in and GROUNDING with Mother Earth to maintain
harmony in our lives. This Animal’s message: “You have been through the trials of life and have
learned to listen within. The experiences of the past, however difficult they were, have made
you who you are today. Know that as you move forward, there is so much greatness to
experience. Stand in your power of knowing that you can face anything. You are stronger than
you realize. Fear is the thief of joy … and joy is your birthright. Choose accordingly.”
56)
Whale – Emotional Healing, Release Drama, Action, Communication
WHALE is about surrendering and allowing that feeling that EMOTIONAL HEALING
can bring. As we RELEASE DRAMA, we are released back out into the world to take
healthy ACTION for our life’s purpose and the highest good of all. Whale’s songs
can be heard thousands of miles in the ocean, and their beautiful sound reminds us
of the importance of clear and harmonious COMMUNICATION as we navigate this vast
universe. This Animal’s message: “It is time to take inventory of the emotional pressures you
are under and release the pain associated with them. You are being challenged to be present
with others in their struggle, yet not be attached to them. Clear expression and heart-based
communication can help you walk this fine line with love and appreciation, releasing the
responsibility for other’s healing and embracing your own.”
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